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Manuscript is written well, and acceptable for publication except few comments. 1. In the text, Figure 11 has been cited (Line 10; page 12143), while only total 10 figures have been provided (page 12165). Please correct. 2. Line 27: After D. L. McLaughlin, there should be a full stop (.). Prior to Data Analysis, no breaks. 3. Reviewer suggests authors to revisit the manuscript to correct syntax errors. 4. In general, manuscript is written well, and provide in-depth insight of rainwater harvesting system. 5. Reviewers also suggest adding some additional references: Rockstrom et al. (2009); Rockstrom et al., (2002); Pandey et al. (2013); Pandey et al. (2011); Va der Zaag adn Gupta (2008); Mialhe et al. (2008). These all studies are very relevant to this articles, and deserve citation. Mialhe et al. (2008) did explore the a similar research in South India.